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Case two - Requirements Rules
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During the course of your investigation there are occasions where you may stumble upon a

‘Requirement’. This is an addition to the basic game rules allows for locations to contain more

than just the obvious. For example you might arrive at a house that contains a locked room. After

the main Clue Point text, the Requirement here reads:



!

!

!

!
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REQUIREMENT - If you have discovered the old brass key, please proceed to the

the Requirements section and read entry number 7. Otherwise, you will need to

return later to access this Requirement.



Earlier in your Investigation you might have visited a Clue Point on French Hill that gave you the

following information:



!

!



!

!



The old man hands you an old brass key and says “You’ll need this if you’re going

to look in the Waite’s cellar laddie”.



If you have already read the Clue Point that has given you access to the key you may then follow

the instruction and turn to the Requirements section that directly follows the Clue Points for the

case and before the Investigation Questions (be careful not to turn too far and spoil your

investigation).
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HOWEVER if you have not met the necessary criteria to read the Requirement, it is important

that you do not read the entry. You may, however, return to the Clue Point at a later date and

access the Requirement once you have fulfilled the criteria. From the example above, you have

encountered the old man who gives you the key.
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Note - that in this case, this counts as visiting the location twice for scoring purposes. Unless this

is a free Clue Point, as indicated in the Scoring section, then the additional visit will count an

additional -5 against your score.



The King Cometh
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Investigation 2

Arkham, Massachusetts - Friday July 19th 1929



The warm weather has turned to incessant rain; the pleasant sunshine of several weeks ago, a distant

memory, as the heavens revert back to normal for the brooding Massachusetts town. The gutters of

old Arkham are choked with the town’s detritus; washed down from French Hill, gurgling towards

the Miskatonic, straining at its banks. You find yourself, once again, called to visit with your new

mentor in the esoteric, Professor Armitage. His summons had been unusually terse, a simple

“‘Come at once’”. Given your last involvement with the old University Librarian, you do not hang

about.
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Armitage’s office is lit from several green-glass shaded lamps, the dark grey of the skies

lengthening the shadows in the corners of the room. The fire burns low in the grate and judging by

the amount of ash, it has clearly been burning for the better part of the night. Armitage turns from

the window and his eyes, behind his glasses, look tired, raw, and rimmed in red. “Thank you for

coming so quickly, I believe time is of the essence. We have a new investigation to pursue and, if I’m

not mistaken, it is of the utmost importance that we act. I have spent the night trying to work out

what I saw yesterday evening. At last, thanks to Al-Hazred, I think I may have a handle on it now.”

He gestures absent-mindedly on a heavy tome, resting at a nearby lectern.
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He slumps into his chair by the fire and produces a pipe that he takes time to fill and light as he

talks. “Last night I had the unexpected pleasure of attending the theatre. However, what I had hoped

would be a pleasant distraction, turned out to be anything but. You’ve seen today’s newspaper I take

it? The unusual rash of deaths is not, as our friends at the Advertiser would have us believe,

unconnected. They were all there last night! At the theatre! Something happened to them during the

performance. A fugue clings to my mind though, and I have as yet to ascertain exactly what

transpired during that third act. I think that the performance may have been much more than that.”
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He shakes his head, as if trying to clear cobwebs from his hair, then draws long and deep on the

pipe before continuing, “If I am right, and Al-Hazred seems to confirm my suspicions, then the

performance was a veil covering a much more sinister rite. The actors somehow have managed to

weave a ritual into their performance. I have the recollection of it on the edge of my mind, an itch I

cannot quite scratch…”
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“During the third act something occurred, a weakening in the walls of reality, and something came

through - a message from beyond Aldebaran. Most of the audience, myself included, merely have

the memory of it’s power. But those in the front row, I believe they caught the full force of the

message.”
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“What was the message? I cannot be sure as yet. The deaths are no coincidence, of that I have no

doubt. Garrison is out of action at present, laid low by some malady of the stomach and the rest of

the police are unfortunately short-sighted. Our enemies already have a head-start on us, but they

cannot be allowed to finish whatever it is they started last night…It is down to us! Find out what



happened, and the contents of that message, then meet up with me again once you have all the

pieces.”



!
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Campus District

!



!



C11



You find the amiable Dr. Sutton in his office,

sat at his desk completing paperwork. He

pauses as you approach the door and peers over

this thick horn-rimmed glasses, “Oh hello

again. Has Armitage sent you on another little

errand?”
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You explain to the Doctor that you are looking

into the various deaths that occurred last night

and enquire as to whether he can shed any light

on them. “Certainly. Shall we go downstairs?

Follow me then.” You follow the Doctor

through the antiseptically clean halls of the

hospital, descending to the basement level and

into the morgue. The dimly lit room is chilly

and the smell of cleaning products is even

stronger here than in other parts of the hospital.

A dozen or so low tables stand in the whitetiled room, in neat rows. Three of the tables are

covered with crisp sheets, masking the forms

of the cadavers beneath.
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“Right then we’ll handle the simplest one first.”

He walks across the room and picks up the

clipboard resting on the stomach region of one

of the sheeted cadavers. “This is a young

society girl called Carolyn Merrill. She was

found dead by her boyfriend at around

11:30pm last night. She had apparently called

him in a state of distress at 11.10pm and he

had rushed to her home…erm..ah, one of those

big houses on Washington Park in Uptown. He

found her hanged by the neck, an electrical flex

tied around the balustrade at the top of the

main staircase. I’m sorry to say, she didn’t

make a very neat job of it either and must have

died in considerable pain. I’ve no reason to

doubt this was anything but suicide; she has no

other injuries, defensive wounds or even

scratches suggesting she had second thoughts.

I believe she left a note as well, painted on the

wall of her hall.”
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He moves to pick up another clipboard, “This

one is a murder, Francis Long, killed in the

street outside the Arkham Trolley Co.,

Downtown. Again, this was last night around

midnight judging by the onset of rigour. He

was struck a heavy blow to the head and then

stabbed four times in the abdomen and left to

bleed to death. His clothes had traces of flour

all over them.”
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Doctor Sutton reaches under the sheet and

pulls out the man's pale right forearm and

hand. “See here…you’re not squeamish I hope?

…See here, he wasn’t killed immediately. These

two fingernails had been pulled out before he

was killed. Sometimes we get people in the

hospital with this kind of injury. The mob,

amongst others, uses the technique to extract

information from their enemies. Perhaps this

man wouldn’t give up whatever his attacker

was after immediately? That is an educated

guess mind you and I made sure that that

information didn’t go to the press. His wallet is

around here somewhere.” He rummages

through a box under the table and pulls out a

newish looking leather wallet. Sutton flips it

open, “It has his address listed here as Federal

Street. He wasn’t all that far from home when

he was attacked, poor chap. Both Long and

Merrill are quite mundane really, not sure what

Armitage’s interest in them is…”
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He points at the other sheet, “There were two

here a short while ago, but I’m just left with

one now. I have put both of them down to

accidental death, so I’m not sure they will

interest you either. Julian Stratton, a bonds

trader, was run down and killed by an

automobile. His body has already been picked

up by the Maloles’ Funeral Parlour, as it didn’t

appear to be anything suspicious - a simple hit

and run. The most recent, Anthony Jackson,

slipped and fell under the wheels of a passing

train in the station first thing this morning. He

caused quite a scene, I’m led to believe, and

the poor chap took a battering from the



locomotive as it passed by. That’s one sheet I

don’t recommend you look under.”
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Dr Sutton neatly places everything back to

where it should be and escorts you out of the

hospital. “I must say, I half suspected you were

here about this new drug ‘Nocturn’ that seems

to have flooded onto our streets! If you are

interested in that I can recommend a specialist,

Dr. Almarin Orin. He runs a general practice

over on West High Street, if you’re headed

Uptown at any point.” He bids you farewell

and you thank the Doctor for his assistance.
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C12



The campus is still quiet. Many of the students

are still on summer vacation and have not

returned for the fall semester as yet. You head

into the imposing Science Hall and are directed

by the helpful information board to the

Geology Department on the third floor. A

young man sits at a desk covered in wooden

boxes containing a variety of minerals, rocks,

crystals and geodes. He is meticulously

cataloguing them as you interrupt him briefly.

“Oh hello, how can I help you?”
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You explain that you are here to find out more

about the expedition into the newly discovered

cave system that the workmen uncovered. “Ah

you'd need to speak to Professor Peck, but I’m

afraid he’s not been into the office for a couple

of days. We are just waiting for his say-so

before we begin to survey the caves. He seemed

so excited as well…” He waves at a frosted

glass door down the corridor where the name,

Professor H. Peck is picked out in gold

lettering.
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C17



The Anthropology department is quiet and you

find your friend Professor Robinson

supervising the packing of equipment into

several large crates. You are quietly impressed

with the athletic woman, who has her jacket off



and blouse sleeves rolled up. She is helping

pack heavy tents and other expedition gear

without breaking a sweat.

“Oh hello, you’re lucky to catch me, we leave

later today. We are headed to Vermont to

conduct some research with the Pennacook

Indians. I’m excited to get to the bottom of a

few local legends.” A short conversation is

enough to tell you that she has nothing to

contribute to your current investigation and

you wish her luck in her research and take your

leave.
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C23



The Miskatonic University Library is cold and

dark. The electric lights are lit, even during the

day as the rain continues to patter against the

thick leaded windows and the downspouts run

in a constant gurgle, channeling the dark water

into the drains. You track down Emilia

Sergeant helping a small foreign-looking

gentleman in a fez. She turns to greet you and

points out the shelves of books on ancient

religions to the man before walking over to

join you. “Nice to see you again. What has

Armitage got you chasing today I wonder?”
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You explain to the librarian that you are

looking into the deaths connected with people

who attended the theatre last night but her

shoulders fall: “Hmmm, a ritual connected to a

play. It doesn’t ring a bell I’m afraid. If you

had more to go on I might be able to point you

at a specific book?”
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REQUIREMENT - If someone has

recommended that you should try researching

‘Unaussprechlichen Kulten’ please proceed to

the Requirements section and read entry

number 1. Otherwise, you will need to return

later to access this requirement. 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Downtown

District

D1



You quickly discover that during a heavy

downpour isn’t the most opportune time to

visit the sanatarium. The staff are irritable and

the patients loud and unsettled about being

cooped up, with rain battering against the

windows. Fortunately your notions of a

Dickensian madhouse with lunatics in straitjackets, frothing at the mouth, are quickly

dispelled. The clean, modern establishment

does boast fenced grounds and barred

windows, but the environment is far more

caring than you had anticipated.
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You speak quickly to an orderly, enquiring

about Edward Fiske’s arrival in the early hours

of the morning. You are told that the man is

sleeping peacefully after being sedated. He was

treated and given an initial assessment by one

of the senior nursing staff, Leon Curtis. “Nurse

Curtis and Edward spoke for around an hour

during the night and it was felt that a week or

so of convalescence should be sufficient to

restore Mr. Fiske’s faculties.”
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Pushing for more information the orderly

impatiently folds her arms, “You’ll have to

speak to Leon when he comes back on shift. He

was going for some food and a coffee before

visiting the shops on the Main Street. He won’t

be back until later tonight when he starts his

shift again.”
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As you turn to leave a janitor catches your

sleeve, “If you want to get off on the right foot

with Leon, then you should buy him a double

espresso with cream. He gets powerful cranky

when it’s rainin’ ”. He winks as you thank him

for the advice.
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D2



The Fleetwood Diner is packed with customers

sheltering from the rain, enjoying hot coffees

and slices of its renowned cherry pie. Amongst

the jostling throng you spot the hunched figure

of William Coffin, but no-one else you

recognise. You sidle over and without making

eye contact, slip him a few dollars discretely.

In a hushed whisper you tell him about your

investigation.
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“All I can tell you friend, is that those deaths

aren’t mob or organised crime hits. Nocturn on

the other hand, is definitely the work of one of

the gangs though. It seems to be coming in

from Kingsport via the river. The police, as

usual, are baffled by how it keeps slipping past

their blockades and evading their raids. With

Garrison off-the-clock at present, its a wonder

they can tie their own shoe laces.”
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D5



The Rotary Club on North Garrison Street is a

large example of Dutch Colonial Revival-style

architecture with Flemish gable ends. You are

met by a smartly dressed concierge who greets

you with smile. “Are you interested in

becoming a member?” He asks and, seeing a

good way to gain access, you nod in

agreement. “Straight through the double doors

and you’ll see the membership secretary’s

office.”
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Heading inside, you are forced to ensure a long

and tedious conversation with the bespectacled

membership secretary about the various

charitable deeds that the society performs.

Even the promise of the $20 annual

membership fee gets you nowhere fast.
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At least you learn that Carlton Rich spent

yesterday evening entertaining at the club. “Oh

yes, Mr. Rich really came through for us last

night, cancelled his own theatre plans and

everything. Several members from our Bolton



chapter had turned up there unexpectedly, and

dear Carlton was one of the few members who

made himself available to receive them.”
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D14



In keeping with the tradition of the other

important buildings in Arkham, the First Bank

is a magnificent structure in white marble and

leaded glass.
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You ask at the reception for David Danforth

and a few moment later a bespectacled man in

an impeccable suit is shaking you by the hand.

He tells you he did attend the theatre with his

best friend Julian Stratton, a bond trader.

However he only made it through the first ten

minutes before he developed a splitting

headache and had to call a cab to take him

home.
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D21



You arrive at the atrium of the Town Hall,

dripping rainwater over the brass seal of the

town set in the marbled floor. You ask for Mr.

Saltonstall but are told he is on vacation at the

coast until the end of next week. Reluctantly

you head back out, into the downpour.
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D24



A single patrolman stands on the pavement

outside the Arkham Trolley Company. As you

cross the street to speak with him, you are

forced to pause. You wait, watching one of the

electrical trolleys rattle its way past across your

path, the electrical contacts on its roof fizzing

in the rain as it draws power from the overhead

cables.
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The patrolman looks at you suspiciously until

you invoke Detective Garrison’s name, but you

are sure the good detective won’t mind the

slight abuse of power. “Can you tell me what

happened here officer?” You ask and he shakes

his head grimly. “Messy business last night.

Fella by the name of Long was beaten and

stabbed here on the street.” He points to a faint

dark blood stain on the sidewalk that is

gradually being washed away by the rain. “A

witness from across the street there saw it

happen. He’s down at the station giving a

statement now. Anyways, it was midnight and

this fella Long comes walking quickly past,

coming from the direction of his home across

Independence Square there.”
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“He was accosted by a man, heavily muscled

and with a shaved-head and fair moustache.

Witness seems to think he had been following

Long. The attacker laid into Long with a

double-fisted hammer blow that knocked him to

the floor. He then bent over him, presumably to

rob him, where they exchanged words and

Long began screaming and begging. After a

moment or two the attacker writes something

down on a theatre flyer, witness was clear

about that, and pulled a ‘ugly looking’ knife.

He viciously stabbed Long several times before

walking away calm as anything clutching that

flyer for ‘The King Cometh’ in his hand.”
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“Not much else to say really, we’ve got a

description and a witness so it’s just a matter

of time. Leave this one to Arkham’s finest, we’ll

have our man in irons before the day is out.”

Alas you fail to share the officer’s enthusiasm

for the quality of the police investigation.
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D32



The police station seems chaotic and incredibly

busy today. Officers and detectives seem to

rush in and out of the station and the constant

hubbub is distracting. You spot Mickey Tull,

Garrison’s sergeant and ask after the Detective,

“Sorry Garrison’s called in sick today and has

missed the busiest day we’ve had in a long

time! His wife’s hired a private nurse to make

sure he stays put to recover, you know what

he’s like. I feel sorry for Doc Sutton over at the

Hospital, four autopsies in one morning!”
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You enquire what the fuss is all about and you

are told that the station is dealing with four

separate deaths. “Someone fell under a train

this morning and made a mess of the station, in

more ways than one. Added to that was the

man killed when he ran in front of a passing

car. Then there was the murder over at Arkham

Trolley Company last night, and to cap it all off

some posh lady from Uptown decided last night

was the one to take her own life. I have to say

we’re a little stretched at the moment so I can

only spare you a couple of minutes. What do

you need?”
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You take a chance and ask for more details of

the different cases hoping the sergeant is in a

forthcoming mood. Luckily he is, as he seems

glad of a moment to catch his breath and take

stock of the various cases. “Well over at the

station, man by the name of Anthony Jackson is

performing a spot of public graffiti on the

footbridge over the tracks, when he slips as the

7:20am to Aylesbury was coming through. He

was killed instantly by the locomotive - nasty

way to go if you ask me!”
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“Julian Stratton was knocked down and killed

near his home in the Merchant District. There

seems to be some conflicting accounts of just

what happened: The driver says he just ran out

in front of the car from an alley and it was too

late to brake. A couple of bystanders reported

that he may have been being chased, as he had

a terrified expression on his face and was



running at top speed. We’ve got no-one who

saw anyone giving chase however, it all

happened so fast. That one is taking low

priority at the moment.”
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“Constable Withers is over at the Trolley

Company and that seems like an open and shut

murder case. Francis Long was beaten, robbed

and then stabbed by a large, muscled man with

a shaven-head and a fair moustache. We have

no idea of a motive yet but the boys are out

looking for the attacker as we speak. He won’t

remain free for long! Witness over there in

Room B, giving a statement right now…and

before you ask, no you cannot interview him.”



!



He pauses to check his little notebook, “Lastly

Miss Carolyn Merrill decided that all her

money couldn’t buy her happiness and decided

to go for a long swing, on a short bit of

electrical cable from her staircase. She left a

note, so that one seems to write itself really.

Unfortunate that her better half didn’t make it

to her house in time. It appears she called him

in a last cry for help. Would have been one less

report to file today.”
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“Her boy toy’s name? You’ll have to check with

the officers at the scene I’m afraid, I’ve only

got the preliminary report as yet. Now

re m e m b e r, d o n ’t i n t e r f e re w i t h o u r

investigations and should you stumble over any

clues make sure you come to me.”



!



You promise to buy the sergeant a nice box of

cigars for all his help and you are glad to leave

the commotion behind with a long list of leads

to sift through.



!
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D34



“What’cha chief, ” Arlo Hoppin smiles warmly

as he steps out of the office to greet you under

the large lean-to roof that several taxi-cabs are

under-going repairs in. “What can I do for

you?”
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